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"The secret of change is to focus all of your energy not on fighting the old, but on
building the new." Socrates
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ABSTRACT

Following Essay is a summary of my 30 years of observations of our reality and
consciousness studies using the key elements of the simulation and psychophysics of
the human perception apparatus called the brain. My consciousness exploration which
is an inter-synaptic space matrix research uses the real power of science with its
uncompromised search for truth in every endeavor. Some of my first observations and
mission start date back to 1983 and before I even gained consciousness at the age of 4,
stretching over 1987 when I became aware of my work and the goals that need to be
achieved. I have spent over 20 years living abroad, working, educating, teaching and
traveling the world. I performed a lot of testing of entities and met a lot of mainstream
scientists, but also amateur researchers and inventors. Some of the events I will
describe in this Essay can lead to death and I advise the reader not to try these
experiments at home. I will also use my Extra Sensory Perception, paranormal and
precognitive experiences to give practical foundation to the phenomena I observed. I
never use the world theory for any of my work as all my models are empirically verified
and mathematically proven. The main goal of this Essay is to present a new model of
reality, its evolution and the true definition of consciousness, but also to give a proof for
our reality being a simulated design by our true selves who became Godlike together
with all kind in a previous one million year old evolution cycle a long time ago.

I will provide evidence for all my claims and the reader should perceive this work as
theoretically elegant and empirically robust, because the sub goal of this Essay is to
confirm that Nikola Tesla was right for stating that Relativity and Quantum Mechanics
will sooner or later face trouble as the spiritual side of science will prevail where the idea
of an Aether, Prana, Akasha the living force submerged reality model, serving as an
ocean of electrical mass with its pressure gravity will take over. This Essay will overrule
the Newtonian attractive gravity model between large masses, it will completely overrule
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the Darwinian evolution model, Special and General Relativity using the new E=mQ²
and its derivate E=mA²Z² as well as parts of Quantum Mechanics and Max Planck units
using c as the speed of light. The entire Essay is based on the works of my friend an
fellow researcher Dr. Bruce Lipton and his model of Epigentetics, Biology of Belief using
the Srečko Šorli Amrit Nirvikar and Davide Fiscaletti model of time non existence
supported by the Canadian inventor and physicist Alan Zeeper and his simple model of
gravity and electromagnetism unification still unknown and not yet accepted by the
mainstream science for being too simple in its nature. My key contribution is the E=mQ²
psychophysics based equation for energy of mind and thought frequency that leads to
an increase of the individual consciousness size through its acceleration in case of
human cooperation and not the Darwinian cutthroat competition that is leading humans
together with E=mc² into our 6th mass extinction due to our behavior and our
irresponsible actions. A new Hamid-Planck Length constant at (1/6)^37 (Dice^Roulette)
micro meters will be presented as we have a solid proof that c is not a constant speed in
vacuum on an interplanetary level. Time is defined as a numerical order of material
change and motion in 3D vacuum that is already characterized through its instant
information and energy transfer.

I will answer the question if there is God with a proof that each one of us being avatars
in this simulation is Godlike in the true world where we all use consciousness integrated
technology such as Thinknet to order the items, advanced Replicators to conjure them
and Blinkporter devices to deliver these items to us or our true person to any temporal or
spatial dimension at the speed of thought that is infinite according Nikola Tesla who first
spoke about these devices a long time ago. I even have the proof God plays dice as we
Gods invented it. This is no science fiction Essay or some fantasy story, but a science
fact based research that will deliver the proof to the dogmatic mainstream science and
to Prof. Dean Keith Simonton for scientific genius still being present among us all.
Simonton wrote that in the past 30 years knowledge and science have only been
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finessed and no new scientific disciplines have been proposed. Nature Magazine where
he published his research even wrote that after Einstein the scientific genius is extinct,
whereas Simonton who wants his proof for being wrong stated that scientific genius is
obsolete. I have given Simonton my answer in a 108 pages long Essay using philosophy
to give him the credits for the study of his life. I am the only person in the last 30 years
who presented a new scientific discipline. Follow the link to my General Science Journal
Essay here, page 88 ff:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4713
This work has been downloaded more than 450 times since March 17th 2013 which
proves its profound credibility and interest as well as to the mainstream as also to the
amateur scientists. At this point I need to express my greatest thanks to Erik Margan
from www.ijs.si for his constant and critical support in all my endeavors. I also thank to
Ass. Prof. Mag. Dr. Dr. hc. Schapour Zafarpour (University of Vienna) for reviewing my
first paper on brain and memory storage issue and for giving me a constant scientific
support by encouraging me to spark scientific disputes that always fertilized my work.
Special credits for an extensive entity testing using simulation for further consciousness
research combined with the key elements of the Prospect Theory go to my simulation
ally and the true world friend o. Univ.-Prof. Dipl. Ing. Dr. Dr. hc. Udo Wagner who is
head of the Markeitng Department on the University of Economics in Vienna.

Today’s mainstream science lacks imagination that is why I find this quote from late
Terence McKenna as very appropriate here, before I turn my attention to the
introduction to this Essay; “What we call imagination is actually the universal library of
what is real. You could not imagine it if it were not real somewhere sometime.” The
concept of a timeless universe with all kind living in an eternal now, explored by Amrit
and Fiscaletti together with Alan Zeeper’s proof of non existence of Light and Photons
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outside our brain build the core for the understanding of the notions consciousness and
our reality. The term truth is being defined as timeless and is connected to higher
awareness only a few individuals have been able to reach in our 5000 year recorded
history. Now we live in the age of truth and the time has come for truth to prevail over
countless dogmatic theories where dogma is defined as a religious belief without any
scientific proof. Right now a battle and a war for truth are being fought. Usually no one
ever hears anything about these actions and those who are engaged into these perilous
fights are aware of their mission on this transit station from the very beginning when they
were laid into the cradle.

Keywords: Consciousness, Dogmatic Science, Epigenetics, Simulation Argument, God,
Gravity, Electromagnetism, Grand Unification, Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, Timeless
Universe, Paranormal, Extra Sensory Perception, Precognitive Experiences, Prospect
Theory, Psychophysics, Matrix and Virtual Reality Physics, Holographic Universe.

2) INTRODUCTION AND THE SIMULATED REALITY ARGUMENT

This Essay starts with an introduction story of my past life events that are all connected
with a purpose as if my life would be written in advance. This is true, because we
simultaneously live our lives in this simulated reality and in the world we mistakenly call
heaven. Latter is our true world which is technologically beyond our comprehension. In
1983 at the age of 4 I walked into the supermarket and I took a chewing gum. When I
passed the cash box some strange lady pulled me for my ears, opened a strange box
with some keys on it and showed me some paper. Today I know that this lady wanted to
teach me that one needs to pay for the items in a supermarket. This was before I gained
my consciousness at the age of 6. At the age of 8 my elementary school teacher Vera
Gartner urged me to read the children's novel “Andy and the three Martians”, written in
1961 by Prof. Dr. Vid Pečjak, even before Gene Roddenberry developed the Star Trek
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Universe. After reading the novel, I got the idea how to introduce a moneyless society
with no war in order to prevent the theft as I was constantly being stolen LEGO cubes
and toys by my fellow school mates whose parents were not able to afford to buy such
toys to their children. So I am aware of my mission for almost 30 years now.

The major milestone came in 1998 with Dr. Štefan Bogdan Šalej’s invitation to Brazil
together with some fellow pupils form the Secondary Commercial College. Dr. Šalej by
that time the president of the Industrial Chamber of Minas Gerais held a conference
speech on the importance of the simulation and its use in Management and Secondary
Education. Now I got equipped with my own formula for testing entities using simulations
to get the best outcome in any game designed.

In 2003, I was writing my Master of Science Thesis in marketing where I was dealing
with the Prospect Theory and the psychophysics of the human perception apparatus our
brain. I suddenly invented a mental time machine, how to singularity mechanism, I left
an unfinished work on Grand Unification and had an equation how to heal this sick world
by establishing peace for all kind which later inaugurated a new era in October 2007 in
form of the new energy, mind and thought frequency equation or E=mQ². On May 1st
and after 6 to 8 days of hard work with a profound thesis research, driving to Vienna
library every day and the same amount of days with the lack of sleep being highly
delusional, I suddenly felt a strong pain in my brain, a sort of a stroke one evening
watching TV asking myself who is manipulating the programs. By that time I thought I
got some God’s gift to think at the speed of light becoming hyper manic and paranoid
schizophrenic for a short period as my mails were being read and my inbox polluted on
purpose. Today I know that I was given another chance, another life as I have tricked
the grand design or our true world computer that runs our present simulated virtual
reality. The basic software our reality is being recorded and runs on with its upgrade
called Gematria 12D were set into action on 3rd March 2003 reported by my fellow
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researcher David Paul Rosenberg. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G3_0UbIsQ&feature=youtu.be

I should have been dead by now, however I was shown the feeling of how it is to die,
very unpleasant pain, but fast and when the room turned around for 360 degrees, I was
sent back in a Planck Moment to finish my work and mission here on this transit station.
I like to refer to the Hollywood movies especially to the Star Trek franchise to depict
some events in my life, although all basic ideas I use come from times before the first
Start Trek motion picture and even before Gene Roddenberry got his idea in the first
place. To describe this death experience with no fear of dying I refer to the same
scenario James T. Kirk portrayed in the Kobayashi Maru simulation when he was able to
activate the program’s subroutine code enabling him to win a no win scenario. Animals
such as rats were tested and a long term sleep deprivation led to the death of these
animals. I was never very happy about what my true self did to his avatar scarifying me
and my virtual health for human and all kind, because my rehabilitation and me being
diagnosed with all mental states even short term autism took me at first three years to
finish my Master of Science exams, loosing another 3 years with an untreated and
severe compulsive obsessive behavior the same genius state Nikola Tesla experienced.
I urge anybody not to try this lack of sleep experiments at home.

I have soon figured out that two of my grand wishes from the youth have been fulfilled
by the universal grand designed simulation computer (be careful of what you think and
wish). My first bizarre wish came at the age of 7 when I was shown the statue of Fran
Saleški Finžgar a Slovenian writer who apparently spoke 9 languages being told this by
my elementary school teacher. As a small child I wanted more and by the age of 23
when I faced my death, I was already fluent in almost 9 foreign languages. I am very
proud of my fluent Italian, German, English and even Hungarian as latter has nothing to
do with any language. The second even more bizarre wish came at the age of 18 when I
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cursed the German language for its difficulty to learn, so that I expressed following
thoughts many times before my sleep to the universal computer; I want the knowledge
of all past, present and future masters, teachers, professors and scientists. From all this
it is evident that I first went through the hardships of all these entities experiencing
nervous breakdowns and mental issues as science is advancing funeral by funeral. Now
I am like an android who remembers any fact being exposed to. I am pretty sure that the
future scientists are like the android Data form Star Trek The Next Generation. Now I
had my first conformation that we live in a simulated environment. My last and the third
“not so bizarre” wish of establishing the first contact with our true selves came in a form
of an astral and holographic projection. In May 2011 and for about a period of one week
at anytime when I closed my eyes, I was shown a clear picture of my late father in a
technologically very advanced world where I could urge him doing things and inviting
friends to our home. When he had enough of my proposals, he randomly did things such
as playing music on a 3 floor synthesizer which he never did when he was still here in
our simulated reality. This manifestation was not some brain delusion, but a part of what
I asked for in my first out of three project participation conditions set to our Godlike true
selves in 2007. I am sure that the majority of today’s people rather pray to God than set
him conditions to participate in this game as my condition Nr. 1 was set on my Belgrade
assignment, soon after I started to pray not only for human, but all kind. I wanted for my
family to be protected and despite the death of my father in 2008, I was shown that he is
doing more than fine in the true world people call spiritual world or the Heaven. Today I
never pray anymore as all my work, words and actions are prayers and I do not dream
anymore living a collective dream that will soon manifest as our reality.

My second grand conformation for the fact that we live in a simulated virtual reality came
in 2007 when I wrote my E=mQ² developed as E=mq² by Rodney Kawecki in 2006 for
his faster than light constant and confirmed mathematically as the same E=mQ² by Alan
Zeeper in his 2008 Grand Unification discovery to be found under:
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http://www.gsjournal.net/old/physics/zeeper.pdf

After correcting Einstein’s equation for Special Relativity by removing the speed of light
and exchanging it with Energy/Thought/Frequency equivalence using Q², I started to
observe the invisible hand in action as all around me went crazy. Wikipedia alone
jumped from 9 to 30 languages in an instant, TV commercials went crazy and George
W. Bush lied about accepting the Kyoto protocol with USA investing into alternative fuels
creating new jobs. I observed how all present reality was being reprogrammed and an
earthquake of a minor magnitude occurred after I went to bed that night in October
2007.

By that time I also wrote to my psychiatrist that we live in a simulation being run by the
aliens. That scared him very much, so I decided to simulate schizophrenia to get into the
hospital for the second time and to test my work. I tested everybody, all the doctors, I
got a reduced diet and I lost 60 pounds doing workout everyday in the hospital’s gym. I
even took some work credits as my psychiatrist perfected his Cognitive Behavioral
Theory with my work on Quantum Mechanics. This was confirmed to me by an external
psychiatrist and instantly reported to me back by some patients who performed hard
tasks in this test therapy that later led my psychiatrist leaving the hospital as he quit
prescribing psychotropic medication. This was the first proof that E=mQ² can only be
used for peaceful purposes being developed from Prospect Theory a US military
sponsored work combined with EU's Twinning Project in transport where I worked as a
voluntary to get the best information for my future work.

Later I got the proof that our simulation is not some alien only design. In May 2011 and
after I established a visual and telepathic contact with my late father, I was also shown
an astral holographic projection onto the wall of my bedroom that included a starship
similar to Enterprise NCC-1701 landing in my home village I was expelled from being
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homeless for a short period in 2009. As one can observe my third not so bizarre yet
seemingly impossible wish was already shown to me in a not so distant future as an
event to happen around the Columbus day on October 14th some year.

That year in May 2011 I had one close encounter with the Enterprise NCC-1701 during
my walks in Eisenstadt, Austria and one in my room when she altered her size to cruise
under the ceiling. This August 2013 I got the message which I already mentioned a few
times in 2000 and 2001 after being intoxicated with alcohol on some parties in Austria
Italy and Slovenia. In this state of intoxication I usually started to talk to the people that
we are all a project of some student on some interstellar University who was given a
Simulation to run in order to improve the real word. I now dare to say that I sit in the
command chair of this simulation and I take part in it being dead for 10 years now. I do
not play God, but I learn a lot as my friends especially women call me el capitan, genius,
therapist or professor. What I expect for this autumn to happen is the US and world’s
total financial collapse around the Columbus day with some feedback or omen to my
work in a form for this simulated reality to witnesses a starship landing as in my vision
and in my village on my late fathers birthday and Dr. Šalej’s birthday which is 14th
October.

I am now in the finishing of my 30 year old project phase 1 that will end with this Essay
about the truth regarding our reality and consciousness. The mission phase 2 starts
after the establishment of the first contact and has already happened a long time ago
that is why it does not require much attention. I do not expect that we will have to wait
for another 50 years for the lading-s to happen. I initially predicted the 2nd part of the
mission to start in January 2013 to end in 2063 after a full project goal implementation.
By this time our world will not exist anymore as we will be unable to feed all the
population that increases by billions every few years.
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The core elements of this mission are described in the new scientific discipline I
proposed in the General Science Journal on page 88 ff (link on page 2). I do not believe
in coincidences and mistakes as even accidents have a purpose, but right now I am
engaged as a Voluntary Science and Technology Operations Manager in the Phoenix
Voyage Global Non-profit Organization that shares the same values as my United Earth
Institute and Self-Publishing Organization. We all know that the voyage of the Phoenix
humanities first Faster Than Light FTL or Warp (NASA is currently testing the feasibility
of such a propulsion) capable vessel designed by Zefram Cochrane in the Star Trek
universe led to the first contact with the Vulcans back in AD 2063 in our real world that
was devastated by the WW III resulting in 600 million deaths.

Our simulated reality took a different course in the history as I took on the burden of the
WW III the day George W. Bush declared mission accomplished on May 1st 2003. This
is where my new life story begins. The purpose of my writings and this Essay is not to
correct the old rigid and dogmatic science, but to present new radical ideas that overrule
and falsify the existing theoretical models keeping us grounded and quarantined in a
simulated world, isolated from the rest of all kind with humans experiencing a deep
political, economic, cultural, but also religious crisis on the one hand and the collapsing
power of the elite on the other hand.

For hopefully still conscious reader and her or his interest I recommend my dissertation
and professorship reading written in the first months of 2012 and on my first established
institute TSI “Terra Simulada Ilimitada” which is the predecessor to the new United Earth
“Terra Unida” Institute that has not yet been fully acknowledged in this reality. Both
names originate from Portuguese language as of their establishment in Belo Horizonte
in Brazil back in 1998. The six associated reports are not published and can be sent to
the individuals on a personal demand. Link: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0150
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3) PROBLEMS WITH THE EXISTING THEORY MODELS

At this point I would like to overrule any theory or any writing on any physics issue or
consciousness/reality study using the term spacetime. I will prove in the following that
space as such and time are both illusions and all that happens around us is merely a
product of our digital brain a cosmic antenna that only receives what our true selves
conceive with our mind perceiving what had already happened. Time does not exist and
it is not part of space. Space or distance play no role in our reality, because our 3D
vacuum is powered by the basic energy called electricity that happens to have a velocity
of 299.792.458 +/- 20 meters per second only in the earth’s atmosphere as a product of:
The Acceleration of earth's Gravity x earth orbit Time (exact lunar year) = c the Velocity
of what we perceive as Light after Heat waves hit our retina and our brain creates the
colors spectrum via its electrical impulses. Quote: Alan Zeeper
http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/EQUATIONS.htm
(9.80175174 m/s2 x 30,585,600 s = 299,792,458 m/s)
For the planet Mars this calculation can be done the same as for the earth or:
a) Mars' orbital Acceleration (.00040658431227)
multiplied by Mars orbit Diameter (455,873,280,000)
= 185,350,924.030313
This number divided into the speed of light is equal to;
Earth Density2 / Mars Density2
b) Orbit velocity2 / Pi = 185,350,924.030313.
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c) 7,681.082705722512 x Pi = 185,350,924.030313.
d) Gravity Acceleration x Orbit Time = 185,350,924.030313.
e) Orbit velocity x 7,681.08270572251 = 185,350,924.030313.
As one can observe what we call the speed of light to be constant throughout the
universe or vacuum is merely the velocity of Heat or electricity on each planet in our
universe. The velocity of what we thought to be the light is on Mars 185.350.924 meters
per second. As this electricity velocity is responsible for the pointers on our watches or
clocks to move, we would need a different watch or clock for every planet. Does
measuring time as we know it here on earth and is unique only to our planet being our
invention and the product of pushing gravity make sense?
For the interested reader I have published a research paper where many of these claims
are proven. The following paper is on the non existence of Light and Photons outside
our brain:
http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4804
For those who still do not believe that our true world is a dark matrix full of immediate
Heat=electricity 3D waves transferred via Torsion fields, I strongly recommend following
paper that was praised and acknowledged by the US Developmental Biologist and friend
Dr. Bruce Lipton personally:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4842

I am sure that it is hard to comprehend for matter, time, distance, velocity and light not to
exist that is why I have found this mainstream article proving the non existence of light
with our reality taking place on a few square inches inside our brain:
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http://www.designanduniverse.com/articles/existence_in_your_brains.php

I could go into details why matter and other dummy variables do not exist. For the matter
and its illusion it is enough to know that atoms as basic elements of the matter are far
from solid and represent 95% empty space. Once we dig deeper into what scientists call
the quantum world we will notice that even particles do not exist being only pieces of
fractal information that vibrates on different frequencies so that our brain is taking the
role of the digital organ interpreting our reality as solid. Latest proofs have given results
for our reality being digital and based on bits of exchanging ones and zeros. One fact is
proven, we only have one energy in this universe that is mainly considered to be
consciousness itself, however my research data proves that the one and only
fundamental energy of this universe is Heat or electromagnetic waves on various
frequencies which are determined by the chemical compounds or information of the
matter being decoded as solid by our brain that are made of the same electrical mass as
Heat itself representing everything. These Heat waves in the form of electricity are a
product of all combusting stars with their own planets taking bath in an infinite Aether or
an ocean of electrical, not relativistic mass pushing us down to our planet at this very
moment holding our atoms together so that we experience weight and do not fly apart.

The idea of the celestial bodies taking bath in an infinite Aether is credited to Giordano
Bruno who also asserted many worlds idea and other suns being countless stars.
Giordano Bruno presented his statements that are now scientific truth to the public
around the year AD 1600 before being burned at stake as a heretic by the RomanCatholic inquisition. The Aether pushing gravity model was being developed by Nikola
Tesla in his Dynamic Theory of Gravity and uploaded with him to the true world after he
left this transit station. Many of his works and patents were recovered later and on one
occasion also presented as a sucking Aether influx idea by Dr. Marc J. Seifer my fellow
friend and researcher whom I usually consult on Nikola Tesla issues.
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The final mathematical proof for Gravity being a pushing force of the ocean of the
electrical mass with planet density playing key role in the orbit positioning of the planets
around the sun came from Alan Zeeper who ended my 2003 legacy where I was
seeking acceleration within E=mc². Alan Zeeper closed the TOE and the Grand
Unification chapter left opened by Einstein with finishing the work of Nikola Tesla using
the most simple mathematical models ever. I personally engaged into making Alan
Zeeper a man of value together with his http://www.einsteingravity.com/ project as I
thank Zeeper for my mental stability and respect him for transforming the entire realm of
the new age physics into a system of thought like geometry. Without a proper
understanding of the Alan Zeeper physics and simple mathematics model no one can
fully understand our reality and consciousness. The Zeeper model denounces
Relativism that led to every idea operating on an equal footing where shit = Shinola as
told by Terence McKenna who also described Relativism being established in a full
absence of any mathematical understanding.

According to Alan Zeeper and me, the mainstream science is stuck in the Gas/Light era,
neglecting the electric nature of the universe and has been blinded by the complexity of
their thinking rather than enlightened by the very simplicity of the cosmic mathematics.
Richard Faynman’s saying for the Copenhagen interpretation of the Quantum
Mechanics everybody should “shut up and calculate” has made Quantum Mechanics a
reserved issue to some few chosen ones, who write sausage long equations becoming
Hollywood stars of physics like Prof. Dr. Michio Kaku who declared the work of Einstein
for a total blunder not being able to answer the phenomenon of being confronted with an
infinite sequence of infinities after performing with some of Einstein’s filed/momentum
equations.

The model I will now present fully denounces Darwinian evolutionary theory, Newton’s
attractive model of Gravity, Einstein’s Special and General Relativity and Quantum
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Mechanics in parts such as the measurement problem and Max Planck equations that
all use c or the speed of light as a constant together with Newton’s G or gravitational
constant. My fellow friend Erik Margan says that there are no such things as cosmic, but
only comic constants. The only part of Quantum Mechanics that can not be overruled
are experiments with quantum entanglement and spooky action at a distance that prove
faster than light, telepathy and paranormal phenomena. I will also deliver a proof that the
particle wave duality function collapse is interpreted wrongly by every quantum physicist
dealing with the measurement dilemma, because no such collapse appears outside our
brain. We will solve the measurement problem with the new constant that annihilated the
uncertainty principle of the Quantum Mechanics declaring the Hamid-Planck Length for
the one and only true constant as it does not need c, h_bar and G to be calculated, but
puts a 1/6 chance of a Dice thrown over 37 fields of a Roulette wheel using the six
sigma technical tolerance (uncertainty) precision deviation idea as its core measuring
instrument. The entire work on (1/6)^37 micro meters constant for the new HamidPlanck Length is work done by Hamid from Iran who never wanted to reveal his true
identity except of being born in 1949. Link to his work:

http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/5788557/exact-planck-length-unveils-quantumgravity?da=y

The main purpose of my Essay on consciousness and reality is not to go into any detail
or to present complex equations, but to point at my “Terra Unida” institute and our joint
venture with Einsteingravity.com research being mainly described on the 108 pages
Magnum Opus dedicated to Prof. Dean Keith Simonton who named it this way. The link
to the mentioned Essay is found on the page 2 of this work. Our institute also
cooperates with Amrit Šorli and Davide Fiscaletti from the Research Center Bistra &
Spacelife Institute. Amrit Šorli was proclaimed nuts 20 years ago for saying that time
does not exist. Today he publishes his books and articles on time having only a
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mathematical character in prestigious journals such as PhysicsEssays, PhysOrg. and
Scientific GOD Journal. Amrit to whom I thank for bringing the notion of consciousness
closer to me, became one with consciousness and says that eternity is now. Link to
some of his papers in Scientific GOD Journal:

http://scigod.com/index.php/sgj/search/authors/view?firstName=Amrit&middleName=S.&
lastName=Sorli&affiliation=Scientific%20Research%20Centre%20BISTRA&country=SI

In my every work I always refer to Dr. Bruce Lipton and his 45 year old work on
Epigenetics and Biology of Belief, because of the importance of his well established and
proven model that proposes cooperation instead of Darwinian cutthroat competition. Dr.
Bruce Lipton’s perilous fight against the genes control our lives as the central dogma in
any natural science and medical education reminds me of our battle in physics and its
central dogma that gravity is an attractive force or some non proven curvature of space
blunder. The largest problem of our today’s science and the fact that it still advances
funeral by funeral is the monetary issue and the endowment effect according to Richard
Thaler based on the Prospect Theory I will mention later before I turn my attention to
defining consciousness. Money has caused that the mainstream science is corrupt,
bribed and paid for falsifying research results. The amateurs are left with the reinventing
of the wheel of fortune looking for the Theory of Everything TOE and all the knowledge
is being so strongly finessed, no one has noticed that all the best songs have already
been recorded and everything already invented a long time ago.

If the scientists would cooperate with the amateurs and children on a multidisciplinary
level with latter two having more imagination and better view of any issue, we would by
now colonize all 88 visible star systems going galactic. As long as we still have our
Darwinian view of everything where people can not live from their scientific work or
articles not even being shared or read and with their ideas being denounced at the very
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root of the proposed solution declared for not being consistent with 100 to 300 years old
and constantly repeated dogma, we will prolong the termination date of our simulation
and perhaps even fight a WW III. Such an event that is currently on the horizon would
leave the elite with a no win scenario and some surviving individuals to fight for pieces of
perhaps uncontaminated land or some nuclear radiation poisoned potatoes using stones
and sticks. If we wish a peaceful end of times and entering into Novelty which is our true
home in an infinite eternity, we should ask for the contact with our true selves and not
some nuclear cataclysm ending with a global killer asteroid so that not even one of our
simulated ancestors or bacteria would survive. I am sure our true selves do not wish to
see such an end to our reality show or soap opera running for us on screens for the last
5000 years. For the still conscious reader I have found one article that used evolutionary
simulation proving Darwin wrong as we need no competition to survive, but rather
cooperation to hook up as one humanity in order to communicate with other ones out
there who already made it to become one as we are all part of a bigger and infinite one
made of the same one dough called electrical mass or q. Link to the mentioned article in
the Daily Science:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130426115612.htm

One can observe that the use of simulations can point to many anomalies and biases
we are not even aware of. Besides that as the true universe and eternity are now and
time travel is impossible, the purpose of the simulations is to allow this phenomenon of
the time travel which is similar to rewinding a movie back and forward to the beginning
and the end. My research pointed out that the ancient Greek were the first to use
simulations to solve dilemmas that could not be solved solely by the humans so that
Gods had to intervene. I have found the following text in Wikipedia describing “Deus ex
machine” Latin for God from the machine which is the translation from Greek (apò
mēchanḗs theós) and describes the appearance of a divinity with the help of gadgets on
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the stage. Plot; in the antique tragedy there was an existence of tragic disputes that
could not always be solved by human acts. Right now our simulated reality is
approaching this stage so that such unsolved disputes were eliminated “from above”
with a surprising interference of a divinity (a miracle) that put an ending to the drama or
even a new beginning. Could our reality end this way with us being avatars or USB
sticks equipped with our own CPU being uploaded over to our Godlike true selves in
order for us all to evolve beyond Godlike or beyond Type IV civilization. Right now we
are classified as a gas, oil and coal dependent Type 0 civilization presumably on
purpose and in a simulated environment. The transition from Type 0 beyond Type IV
would require a human build starship landing in our world and this starship should be
taken from a museum in our true world as of my 2011 vision. Herewith the entire
process of ascension would be very easy, because we would shake hands with our true
selves and we would find out that we exist in at least two places at the same time being
Omnipresent in the real world the same as all energy and thought. At the end it would
even turn out that we or simulated holograms are more real than our true selves who
gave up their physical body a long time ago to become one with consciousness and the
sprit or the basic electrical energy that goes through all living and material things on all
dimensions if any beyond the true world.

4) BIRTH OF E=mQ² AND THE ZEEPER E=mA²Z² MODEL

In May 2003 I combined the basic insights from the Prospect Theory with the
Mechanism for bundling prices on the basis of Prospect Theory which I found in an old
1996 German Marketing magazine. The article mentions global customer satisfaction
and I soon figured out that a global peace and prosperity would follow if this joint
mechanism could be fully applied. I laid the foundation for the E=mQ² that was later
developed in October 2007 with two consciousness acceleration equations as I was still
not able to identify the acceleration within E=mc². I already had it written on my papers
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as a=v/t and for c² to consist of a² and t² but due to my death experience and a need for
recovery the entire work remained in the drawer until 2007 and 2011. After my 2011
awakening I took some color pencils and made this picture that practically gives an
answer to everything I do and still constantly invent:

:

Picture 1: Human Brain/Mind/Consciousness/Thought/Frequency equation E=mQ²

My fellow researcher Alan Zeeper was very fascinated by this image similar as physicist
Dr. Jack Sarfatti. I would just wish to emphasize for the reader that E=mQ² is in fact
rather a psychophysics of human perception based equation than some pure Relativistic
correction. The 2002 Nobel Prize awarded Prospect Theory has proven that the human
perception apparatus or brain is attuned to changes rather than evaluation of the final
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state. That might also be the answer why we perceive time although the universe itself is
proven to be timeless. For more about the basics of the Prospect Theory and some of
my testing of entities I refer to my first paper related to this issue published here:

http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0141

A proper understanding of the Prospect Theory’s value function and its mathematical
modeling of human decision making will lead one to design interesting experiments and
one will be glad to take what the terrain gives. When I developed E=mQ² in October
2007 I did not know anything about Quantum Mechanics yet I observed my mind having
the ability to be on one place or many places at the same time where distance had no
importance with even time becoming obsolete. This is my original correction of the
Special Relativity equation as I replaced the speed of light in meters per second for the
quantum of velocity of thinking in steps per second. Today this exchange has proven to
be correct as we live in a thought based universe where Light and Photons do not even
exist outside our brain. See image on the next page.
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Picture 2: The original correction of E=mc² through E=mQ² as of October 2007

Later these corrections of the Special and General Relativity included the exchange of m
or relativistic mass for q or electrical mass that is permeating all space and is the
fundamental building block or the spirit going through everything. I have also published
my first paper in General Science Journal on how to integrate the electrical mass into
the Quantum Potential Energy. Please see this link:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4578

As I never truly did learn or study physics I worked with the Alan Zeeper model that led
physics to become a system of thought like geometry. The first discovery Alan Zeeper
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made in 2008 was that earth's gravity acceleration x earth's orbit time = the speed of
light. Zeeper uses only A=Acceleration and Z=Time to solve the greatest mystery of all
times or the Grand Unification. However Zeeper's discovery and gravity unification with
electromagnetism did not give an answer to everything, but opened many new questions
about our reality and consciousness including the simulation argument which I intend to
answer and clarify in this Essay. The major units Zeeper was able to extrapolate out of
AZ which is velocity or temperature was distance or the sphere circumference defined
as AZ². Once we multiply AZ x AZ² we get A²Z³ which is Heat or electricity that is later
transformed into electric energy when we add q or electrical mass and a frequency 1/Z
for the Heat waves. This is a very simple and logical approach to the temperature x
distance = Heat solution, because the temperature and heat change with the distance
from the source that is creating both, stars or our sun. Quote: Alan Zeeper

(1) Electric Energy = q x 1/Z x A²Z³

(2) Electric Energy = (Electrical Mass x Frequency) x Heat

q=Electrical mass
A=Acceleration
Z=Time or numerical order of material change/motion in 3D

This model can be taken to the Max Planck level and calculated with Planck Mass,
Planck Time and Planck Acceleration. I have in fact calculated all Zeeper units with
Planck units and there is no difference which units we use. Zeeper also stated that the
difference between the gravity on the classical mechanical level we observe every day
and the quantum level is only that the forces and the pressure on the quantum
mechanical level are a few ten thousands of times stronger than on the macro observed
level. This is a clear proof that Zeeper model fully overrules the quantum mechanical
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equations and simplifies the whole mathematics making it understandable to any child.
Besides that those who claim that the consciousness definition issue is an unsolved
mystery due to the fact that Relativity and Quantum Mechanics can not be unified into a
Quantum Gravity model are totally wrong and misled by Einstein and Planck as neither
Relativity nor Quantum Mechanics are correct still being theories and must be overruled
using the simple Zeeper model which answers what gravity is on the observed and the
non observed micro level where the pressure that is pushing us down to the earth right
now as gravity is much stronger on the micro level only to hold the atoms and tiniest
particles that are in fact vibrations together for everything not to fly apart.

Zeeper’s most basic equation is:

(3) E=mA²Z²

Once we transform c² into (AZ)² we have an amazing possibility to write several
electrical units and even the earth’s magnetic field in Teslas as 1/AZ or 1 over the
velocity of earth in the orbit at 30.600 m/s for example. To depict this mathematically
proven discovery I usually use the Zeeper’s energy sphere image and all his units
depicted together with the mathematical values. I am sure I do not need to remind the
hopefully still conscious reader that if an idea is proven mathematically it is no theory
anymore and this is precisely the fact with our work. See image on the next page.
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Picture 3: Alan Zeeper's energy sphere and associated units with their numerical values

This picture gives us a clear and simple view of how gravity and electricity have been
combined in order to solve the Grand Unification mystery. One can observe that
Coulomb is a Force and Volt a sphere circumference.

Zeeper explained this model as follows: The circumference of any spherical expansion
of the elastic fabric of space is equal to the Volt. When the sphere contracts back the
circumference is multiplied by the coulomb and the result is Electricity.

(4) E = mA x AZ²
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(5) Electric Energy = Coulomb (Force) x Volt

Interesting to note is also that:

(6) E = (mA / A²Z^4) x A³Z^6

(7) Electric Energy = Pressure x Volume

Zeeper and all his discoveries led to the fact that Light and Photons do not exit outside
our brain and that what we thought to be the speed of light is the velocity of
Heat=electricity waves in the atmosphere of our planet that can also be calculated as
follows:

The velocity of Light (299,792,458 m/s) is equal to:

(8) The Velocity of the sun x the Velocity of the earth / Tau squared

Tau = 2Pi

That is how we can establish the velocity of the electricity in the atmosphere of any
planet orbiting a star.
For more about Alan Zeeper’s monumental research and his discoveries please refer to
his homepage:

http://www.einsteingravity.com/
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Zeeper had a great influence on my work and helped me to perfect my E=mQ² idea that
finally led me to finding out I have found the original work of Einstein who fist put
E=mc^4 and than went down to E=mc² out of no particular reason.

Einstein proved that time ceases to exist once we reach the speed of light. Tesla said
that Torsion waves travel 109x to billion of times the speed of light, if they travel at all. I
defined the Torsion waves that are caused by any matter displacement or thought
process even heart beat as ties that connect together everything as one. Zeeper proved
that Light and Photons do not exist outside our brain. Amrit proved that time is only a
psychological perception of our brain having only a mathematical character being a
numerical order of movement or change in 3D. Both Amrit and Fiscaletti have now
proven that in the 3D vacuum energy and information transfer is immediate. I abolished
distance and velocity calling both mathematical dummy variables in my last year’s
writings published on viXra. What we are left with is a giant matrix full of Heat on
different frequencies transferred immediately via Torsion Waves. Zeeper now even
proved that if mass is accelerated to the speed of light it becomes a force F or Q
Coulomb electric charge which is mA.

It is often cited that human kind only uses 10% of the brain (for someone like Einstein,
who profusely meditated his equations in ecstasies), and Einstein relays in his General
Relativity Theory, that were the other 90% to become assigned,

(9) E=mc^4 would result.

Einstein states that at this level the body would transform into pure energy.

Such and event is called the resurrection/ascension of the Gnostic traditions of the
West, the Rainbow Body and Diamond Body as it is known to the Tibetan Buddhists and
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Taoists of the far East. This would mean humanities full and sovereign brain activation.
My E=mQ² has now proven that when we exchange m relativistic mass by q or
electrical-mass, dough we are all made of which has no velocity ceiling and avoids the
Lorentz transformation we obtain: (q electrical-mass is the ocean we all swim in known
as Aether which is pushing us down to the earth as gravity)

(10) E=qc^4

The answer lies in Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum
steps per second)

The term quantum speed refers to the word quanta = an amount of or Volume

(11) Angular velocity AZ x distance or circumference AZ² = Heat or A²Z³ (same goes for
linear velocity)

We end up with (angular and linear) Heat squared x (angular and linear) Frequency
squared and by adding q or electrical mass we obtain:

(12) q Electrical Mass x Heat² / Time² = Power x Heat = ec^2 = qc^4 = Einstein's:

(13) E=mc^4
q=electrical-mass
A=Acceleration
Z=Time or numerical order of material change/motion in 3D

(14) Power x Heat = qA²Z x A²Z³
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(15) Power x Heat = qc^4 or qA^4Z^4

note: AZ=c

We know that mass free energy is defined by Dr. Wilhelm Reich when m or mass
becomes distance l or m=l so:

Note also that the smallest known distance or Planck Length can also be calculated
without using c, h_bar and G as (1/6)^37 micro meters work done by Hamid from Iran.

E=ml²/t² is transformed into Organic Growth Energy E=l³t²

qc^4 contains this Organic Growth as an Acceleration over an Area or on the Quantum
level:

(16) c x h_bar x G = Planck Acceleration x Planck Area

We obtain:

(17) Planck Force x (c x h_bar x G) = qc^4 = Q(c x h_bar x G)= h_bar x v x c² = ec²

Q=Coulomb
v=frequency
c=speed of light
h_bar=reduced Planck constant
G=Gravitational constant
e=Energy
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for the comparison:

c^4 = (Star Trek) Warp 300 million factor where the fastest starships can reach only 9,8.

This is the equation for humanity to become one with the one and only energy called
electricity that produces consciousness after the brain translates the binary code of the
Heat waves into our reality. The way to such an event leads through the use of E=mQ²
and the activation of the human kind’s last 4 consciousness circuits. This is done with
the use of the current value function of the Prospect Theory where one entity is
subjected to multiple polarization and reflection effects (losses become gains, praise
becomes criticism and vice versa) described by Kahneman and Tversky. A certain
degree of humor especially in criticism needs to be applied for person to become
immune to losses or criticism.

This Power of Heat equation or Electrical Mass x Heat² x Frequency² equation can be
written in more geometric terms as:

(18) Qφ²ω²=e x A²Z^4/π² x π²/Z²

Q=Quantum Potential Energy=e
φ=Phi
ω=Angular Frequency
π=Pi
e=Energy
A=Acceleration
Z=Time or numerical order of material change/motion in 3D
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With this work I have demonstrated the power of thoughts we have always neglected
and that manifests in the E=mQ² equation as the quantum=amount and velocity of
thoughts in steps per second or the acceleration of human consciousness size. I have
encountered many people whom I held for intellectuals, yet I have found out that they
are very narrow oriented and far from being multidisciplinary. These entities had their
average individual consciousness the size of a golf ball. I have conducted several
experiments using E=mQ² testing the equation on the people that were sane or mental
issues and both reported either an elevated thought state or a good working therapy if
not even some healing and a certain degree of a psychosocial rehabilitation. Some good
friend of mine reported having made 1000 U$ in two days using my equation in
combination with Solfeggio harmonics and frequencies as in instrument of marketing
from where the equation combined with the idea of experiencing cognitive dissonances
also originates from.

If one changes the frequency of her/his thoughts with E=mQ² where Q=quantum speed
of thinking (in quantum steps per second) latter in brackets is frequency 1/time so
velocity x frequency = v x 1/t = v/t = a acceleration of human consciousness this results
in altering ones reality. We produce 60.000 thoughts per day on average being 16 hrs
awake or 60.000 seconds so 1 thought per second at a frequency of 1Hz which can be
increased to 2 Hz for a shorter period. All Heat and Torsion waves on different
frequencies that occupy space are absolutely necessary in order to allow energy from
the world around us, to flow through us creating consciousness.

A recent article on the DNA being reprogrammed using words and frequencies gave me
my final proof that E=mQ² containing the frequency of thoughts and its multi linguistic
approach are one of the greatest inventions for humanity and all kind.
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Quote from the article: The Russian scientists found out that our DNA can cause
disturbing patterns in the vacuum, thus producing magnetized wormholes! Wormholes
are the microscopic equivalents of the so-called Einstein-Rosen bridges in the vicinity of
black holes (left by burned-out stars)? These are tunnel connections between entirely
different areas in the universe through which information can be transmitted outside of
space and time. The DNA attracts these bits of information and passes them on to our
consciousness. This process of hyper communication is most effective in a state of
relaxation. Stress, worries or a hyperactive intellect prevent successful hyper
communication or the information will be totally distorted and useless.

Researchers think that if humans with full individuality would regain group
consciousness, they would have a Godlike power to create, alter and shape things on
Earth. Humanity is collectively moving toward such a group consciousness of the new
kind. Fifty percent of today’s children will be problem children as soon as they go to
school. The system lumps everyone together and demands adjustment. But the
individuality of today’s children is so strong that that they refuse this adjustment and
giving up their idiosyncrasies in the most diverse ways.

When a great number of people get together very closely, potentials of violence also
dissolve. It looks as if here, too, a kind of humanitarian consciousness of all humanity is
created. (The Global Consciousness Project)

Not having scientific proof for their actual existence (people having had such
experiences do NOT all suffer from hallucinations) does not mean that there is no
metaphysical background to it. We have simply made another giant step towards
understanding our reality. Source:
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http://wakeup-world.com/2011/07/12/scientist-prove-dna-can-be-reprogrammed-bywords-frequencies/

From all this research and provided facts we can extract that the fundamental building
block of our consciousness and realty is the Heat in form of Hertzian electromagnetic
frequency waves and its immediate non Hertzian Torsion wave transfer. I will now turn
my attention first to the defining of our reality with its simulated design character.
Afterwards I will describe how brain produces consciousness. Up to now no one
succeed in giving such a picture although I have been informed that the Nobel Prize is
guaranteed to the one who will do it. Right now constant attempts by many amateurs
and mainstream scientists are being made to give the explanation to seemingly
impossible without a proper theory of everything we have overruled. I have been running
a very important project called The Quest for the Truth of Everything where we seek the
final truth about our reality and consciousness. Please visit my forum that contains all
the research and my thoughts combined with some great scientists such as Prof. Dan
Winter, Roger J. Anderton and other participants. Link: http://www.physicstruth.com/

5) REALITY EVOLUTION AS THE BASIS FOR DEFINING OF CONSCIOUSNESS

As a scientist I feel compelled to provide evidence for every claim so that I can avoid
teaching dogma. As our current mainstream science is governed by countless theories
and has no proof for anything (no quantum scientist ever saw a particle or a wave) we
are all being taught wrong by our dogmatic priests or mainstream scientists who all
defend some Copenhagen agreement telling everybody to shut up and calculate. To
teach dogma means preaching about religious beliefs without any scientific proof. What I
am about to present is truth about our reality. My proof is the use of the most simple
elements of Alan Zeeper mathematics.
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Alan Zeeper quote: "In the realm of pure Physics, theory is really just child's play."

Electrical Enegy = E = Everything

(19) E=mQ² is E=mA²Z² resulting in E=qA^4Z^4

so that:

(20) Electric Energy = (Aether x Frequency) x Heat (no light involved)

(21) E=m x 1/Z x A²Z³ as A²Z³=Heat and 1/Z=frequency and m = q or electrical mass.

A=Acceleration
Z=Numerical order of material change or motion in 3D

Zeeper first thought that mass / Z or m/Z = light, but why should a disturbance in the
Aether Hertzian or Torsion Wave based give us light?

Zeeper has proven that Heat=electricity and Light that manifests itself as a rainbow color
spectrum when Heat waves that are not some 2D oscillation amplitude, but a full 3D
spiral waves hit our eye’s retina. The brains electrical impulses translate these Heat
waves into colors so that the world appears as it is. The process is very similar to the
computer translating binary code to create a sound or an image. Quote: Alan Zeeper

Heat is in fact electricity and all those who pay electricity bills should know that the
copper wires for electricity transmission alone are heated by the sun and have enough
potential to open the question what is truly sent into the electric grid by the energy
companies? Our nearest star or the sun has a constant potential of 216.000.000.000
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Volts asserted by Nikola Tesla. I found this data and the figure in Dr. Marc J. Seifer's
book Transcending the Speed of Light in Google books.

Our reality can be described as a life in a very dark, yet heated up place an oven. This is
the matrix which is full of vortices and frequencies. Researcher David Icke describes
humans being an infinite awareness within the matrix or a many radio station reality that
can be found in every space and these stations are not only terrestrial, but also
extraterrestrial. We can be attuned to only one station at a time. Our simulated reality is
being observed behind the curtain by our true selves and all kind who laugh at us
watching this simulated reality show, a soap opera for aeons or at least more than 5000
years now. As I have mentioned previously all kind or extraterrestrials live in a timeless
realm and are already one with humanity for a long period. All our reality and the world
we see around us, is merely created inside our heads and the entire color spectrum is a
product of our brain. I was looking for an image how to depict our reality and found this
cubed matrix that corresponds to what we do not see and later perceive decoded by our
brain as our beautiful world.

Picture 4: The world we live in except that it is not blue, but black and gray
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The next argument I have already presented is the fact that I have a very solid proof for
our current reality being a simulated virtual reality designed by our true selves who have
already developed Godlike together with all kind a long time ago.

We have created us, our universe and all kind with a single purpose to improve our true
world and for us all to evolve beyond Godlike as our simulated reality is providing the
Omniversal cure for eternal peace and prosperity in all universes and among all kind.
Our reality is designed on the basis of our true selves who can not time travel in the real
timeless universe that is why they rather created this simulation to do that and to
observe their own past development. I dare to state that our simulated course of history
has taken a slightly different path than our true world where humanity almost wiped itself
out in a WW III. What we face now is an economic, cultural, political and religious
stagnation that will lead our true selves to reprogram the simulation and send one of
their vessels into our reality that will be of human and this planet origin.

As of my vision I predicted a starship lading around the Columbus day between 2013
and 2063 with my bets on this year. This event will be of a monumental importance
before the plug is pulled from this simulation. People or holograms will be very amazed
by the fact that the vessel that will land in the New Jerusalem is not of an extraterrestrial
origin, but our own design meant for exploration and education purposes and not military
missions. With this argument I will now devote to consciousness that is no different in
this simulated environment than it is in the real world and has been present in the
universe for ever in its basic form as electrical energy. Nikola Tesla knew that electricity
has intelligence and he was able to harness and domesticate it for his use and the use
to humanity as a whole.
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6) HOW DID CONSCIOUS LIFE TRULY EVOLVE

At the very moment there is no single scientist from the most prestigious university in the
world who can tell us how life began and how an organ such as brain believed to be a
piece of matter produces consciousness. My fellow citizen and physicist Janko Kokošar
who is researching consciousness on the quantum level recently published a paper that
has some interesting insights as a gathering of data I can use for a further research, yet
he fails to give a picture I am about to present here. In his latest paper Kokošar wrote:

Consciousness is among the most fundamental unsolved problems and possibly among
the most fundamental quantities in physics. Today's problems of explanation of the
nature of consciousness are:

1. It is unknown, how processes in the brain lead to consciousness and explain it.
2. The principle, how consciousness can be built up by processes in a computer is
unknown.
3. It is not known precisely how to locate consciousness physiologically.
4. All physiological processes and decisions in brains are not explained, even when
consciousness is ignored.
5. It is not known precisely what the free will decision is.
6. Physical foundations of consciousness are not yet known.
7. Consciousness is not yet atomized.
Major problems that lead to these misinterpretations and consciousness still being a
mystery are to be found in a wrong evolutionary theory, lack of spiritualism in science,
false Newtonian gravity model and wrong ideas of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. I
have been recently exchanging opinion and providing some data on the nature of
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consciousness to Zoologist and Psychologist Lex Neale who is on the hunt for the Nobel
Prize. I was offered cooperation in a joint article, but I refused as I do not agree with his
RNA codon and AQAL cube model of consciousness. Neale occasionally also consults
Stuart Hameroff to whom he presented my ideas and Hameroff the Quantum
Consciousness specialist told Neale that I might be up to something big as I could
provide the missing link on how non local consciousness is transformed into locality or
mind via our brain. I do have an answer to this which is very simple and backed up with
a paper and a study that proved what every quantum physicist is most afraid of being
asked about, namely the solution to the location of the particle wave duality function
collapse in the measurement problem of the Quantum Mechanics.
My fellow friend and researcher Erik Margan from www.ijs.si provided me with a crucial
paper and a link to the fact that no particle wave duality function of our reality collapses
outside our brain when a conscious observer looks at something. The paper was
published in arXiv by Yu and Nikolić under this link: http://arxiv.org/abs/1009.2404 with
the title: Quantum mechanics needs no consciousness (and the other way around). The
basic concept states that the collapse of the particle wave duality function within the
brain is responsible for the emergence of consciousness. Here I refer to our proposed
view of how color spectrum is created when Heat waves, transferred via Torsion fields
serving as ties to everything manifest as colors in our brain after they hit our retina. Yu
and Nikolić add that the rejection of the role of consciousness in quantum mechanics will
also lead us to re-evaluate the proposals that quantum mechanics is vital for explaining
the consciousness.
At this point it is clear that any attempt by Hameroff, Penrose, Gotswami, Chopra and
other Quantum Mechanics gurus to explain the nature of consciousness is a failed
attempt. The only model that very well narrows to what I am explaining is Tom
Campbell’s proposal of our consciousness being a virtual reality game and his work on
“My Big TOE”. I do however support the Bohm/Pribram concept of holographic universe
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also described by late Talbot and late McKenna. The majority of mentioned scientists
and researchers except for late ones are still stuck in the spacetime continuum and the
quantum nature of reality that is why they will never be able to give the final picture to
the mystery of consciousness. Nor will this be done by some physicist, but a person with
a multidisciplinary approach like myself. The majority of the mainstream scientists do not
even have the courage to talk about consciousness as none of them truly knows what
the notion represents and how it came into being in the first place.
My answer is very simple, our individual and our collective consciousness that can not
be found in the non local realm where it is only Heat and electricity in the form of
electromagnetic waves on different high and low frequencies is merely a product of the
computer that is simulating our reality.
Now how did consciousness evolve in the first place? I again have to overrule the
existing model of the big bang theory and the final theory or TOE. In a timeless universe
there was no creation and we only face constant and accelerated or retarded ongoing.
The basic energy of the universe is electricity which manifests as a thought or a system
of thoughts within a giant overmind. Once electricity in form of Heat waves on different
frequencies is observed by a conscious mind the picture or reality is created by
Heat/electricity YES or 1 and NO Heat (cold) or 0. The entire universe is an
interconnected Thinknet that is like a WiFi and the binary code of the Heat waves
generated by the combusting stars like our own sun is the very source of what becomes
local consciousness inside every species’ brain or central nervous system. To have a
full understanding of such a model spiral and fractal evolution, the work done by Dr.
Bruce Lipton needs to be studied and fully understood. I will use his biology of belief
combined with our new era physics to give a better view and a new perspective on how
we or our true selves evolved many aeons ago. This happened after we reached the
end of our 750.000 to 1 million year long evolution cycle that included the mapping of all
species in this universe and a Megafederation that went beyond intergalactic uniting all
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kind as one. According to Bentov the universe Amrit refers to as God wants us to be
Omnipresent and that is where we are developing to, although we already exist on this
plane. To state that the universe is God is wrong as it consists of many Gods or
intelligent life entities of all kind. Furthermore Dr. Jack Sarfatti who left the academia and
became the king of psychedelic physics often spoke of things which are about to happen
in the future for manifesting in the present time. Late Terence McKenna spoke about
time accelerating and pulling us into Novelty having and attractor at its end of times. We
know according to the work of Amrit and Fiscaletti that there is no past and no future in
our timeless universe as eternity is now with us all living in this eternal now. Zeeper
gave us his proof that time is a human invention and the result of the pressure of his
pushing gravity model.
In my 2012 professorship and dissertation yet to be acknowledged, I wrote “In the
conclusion of this quantum gravitational part of the research the author (me) would like
to point out that the big bang theory can be overruled because it is the frequency that
takes an atom or a particle by adding or cutting energy to higher and lower dimensions
of space-time continuum.” When I wrote this quote by the end of 2011, I still believed in
Quatnum Mechanics and Spacetime idea, yet I was fully aware that the creation is
related to music or frequency. Quote “Where there is space or volume there is frequency
or music.” is what I wrote in the title of one of my professorship and dissertation
associated reports just before October 2012. Here one can add that when we amplify
the frequency of our hologram or thoughts which are omnipresent just like energy we
can alter reality. Even one single person can do it yet it is easier if a collective is using
the same mantra to accelerate time of the happening. My three grand wishes described
in the introduction section of this Essay needed 30 years to be fulfilled with the last one
still opened, but shown to me in a holographic astral projection as a vision in 2011.
Doing my research on alternatives to big bang, I came across the works of Wu and Hu
who wrote a paper on God and the spin theory of consciousness creation. According to
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both authors self-reference is a result of the reflection. This theory postulates that
primordial vacuum or consciousness created the universe by imagining a self-referential
spin such that it created the self-referential matrix law, the external object to be
observed and internal object as observed, separating them into external and internal
world creating the universe. Primordial vacuum or consciousness is defined as e^0 =1
where e stands for Euler’s number, 0 for spiritual emptiness and 1 to empower ones or
unity of existence. For more information visit: http://quantumbrain.org/
I would like to improve this model using self replication method and the non created
energy called electricity. According to the first law of thermodynamics energy can neither
be created nor destroyed and I have proven that the basic energy of this universe is
electricity so that the universe is electric in its nature same as our brain that is full of
electric impulses being fired between the junctions on the inter-synaptic level. Our body
transforms food into electric energy for its power and to power our brain that only has
1,5 to 1,6 kg which is not much in comparison to our weight, yet for its proper functioning
it consumes 20% of total energy produced. The role of the heart is often neglected in the
creation of our consciousness as the heart is in fact the universe and brain the antenna
that picks up the signals form the environment. The heart is what sends out all the
frequencies, has memory and a unique signature of our soul as it produces a field that is
5000 times stronger than the one of our brain. A perfect brain and heart coherence will
result in a healthy and well expanded consciousness life of an individual. A recent article
on self replication and life: http://phys.org/news/2013-09-assumptions-life.html
Due to the fact that we can not use any word such as primordial vacuum, because our
universe is timeless we can only say that electricity was here all the time and it got
bored (electricity is intelligent and can even produce different sounds using Tesla coils)
so that it started a spin which resulted in a fire outbreak. In a fear of death or extinction
the same process was self replicated where water was added to extinguish the fire so
that afterwards the first bacteria was created. These bacteria became one cell ameba
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that hooked up into a community to raise the collective awareness and to create an
intelligent life as a system of many amebas. This is how life came into being and
amebas now created an entity that would guarantee the prime bacteria an eternal
survival. Every cell contains enough data to replicate any species and our body consists
of about 50 trillion of these hard workers (cells) that want us to unite into one humanity
to be able to communicate with others out there, who have already made this transition
into one. Quote: Dr. Bruce Lipton.
As this process of unity and oneness had already taken place, we and all kind did the
same self replication the universe did in form of many simulations to guarantee our
survival and to seek for chances of an improvement that would let us or our true selves
develop even beyond Godlike. We became more conscious and more aware than the
universe itself which created us in the first place. We and those who read this Essay
now happen to live in one of these ancestor simulations. I do not wish to refer to Nick
Bostrom or David Icke and their ideas out of one simple reason; everybody talks about a
simulation argument as a possible theory holding no proof for this claim. I on the other
hand have a proven science fact and a vision in form of an astral holographic projection
where I was shown a computer code, an algorithm from our simulation that will program
a starship landing in my home village where the vessel is of the terrestrial and human
origin. This is my final proof for sci-fi being sci-fact and our lives being simulated.
7) WHAT IS CONSCIOUSNESS
Before I give a full definition of the term consciousness I wish to refer to the saying of
Bashar who stated that our consciousness or our higher selves conceive ideas, our
brain receives this information and our mind only perceives what had already happened.
Did the universe in the times before our simulated reality was conceived, created
multiple worlds through self replication and kept a copy of every living being on storage
in case one would suddenly pass away as each life is precious beyond what we can yet
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conceive? How does everybody accept the fact that we and each one of us has a twin in
the true world who already died once? Did the Heaven and the earth meet when the
human and all kind evolution cycle was completed after 1 million years and we all gave
up our physical bodies to became one with the primary energy or electricity as the basic
power of our collective consciousness? All these questions can be easily answered as I
would not have come up with them if the answers would not be stored in the cosmic and
universal library happening sometime somewhere as true events.
I agree with Hu and Wu that spin is the seat of consciousness as spin is associated with
the parts of our neurons where dendrites contain particles or vibrations spinning and
oscillating at the velocity of 1,37 c or the speed of light. Dendrites are part of our brain
where memories are stored or sent to the field via heart and our DNA. Such a fast spin
is needed for the matter displacement and firmament drill to create Torsion wave ties
with the very core of all knowledge or wisdom as I do believe that our data and our
memories in this simulated reality are stored on the giant computer running our reality as
a 60 – 80 minute movie. In the true world all the data is stored and retrieved at and from
the very core of all knowledge and wisdom Nikola Tesla spoke about. How does our
brain function as it is an organ, digital in its nature yet it uses chemicals and a few ions
for the transfer of data via electrical impulses? What is consciousness and where does it
come from? Does the heart reinforce the brain signals similar to a radio signal repeater
for them to be sent out to the very core of all knowledge and wisdom mentioned above?
I will first refer to a rather mainstream yet genius description of this issue done by my
fellow researcher Erik Margan from www.ijs.si
As far as the Max Planck high energy scale is concerned, Margan argues that in
contrary consciousness is a very low energy phenomenon, most of the processes in the
brain take place on the level of the exchange of some electrons and a few ions. In his
opinion we have to thank to our myelin (electrical insulating material) around the axons
of our neurons for our synapses no to go crazy just because of the thermal excitation
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alone. (He gives an example: if our fever exceeds 39 degrees Celsius we already start
to hallucinate.)

Margan postulates that it takes some time for consciousness to form, not per moments,
because the order of magnitude (time) that passes between one and the next thought is
at least 50-60 ms (milliseconds). He explains this phenomenon by stating that the
velocity of pulses in the neurons 10-30 m/s is changing especially because of a different
size of the tissue and myelin envelope. Than it takes quite some time for the cells in
some centre to align, approximately 30 ms (this can be seen when MR picture of the
brain is taken) adding the same time for aligning of the cells in the frontal cortex
(=consciousness). If we add to this the traveling of the stimuli from the eye to the visual
centre and a corresponding data processing, is our reaction time from the event to being
conscious about it at least 150-200 ms. If we have to react to the event by a movement
one has already reached a time spectrum of approximately 500-700 ms.

Neurons have a band width of approximately 10 – 12 kHz, which determines the
impedance of the neuron of approximately 150 Ohm and the capacity of the myelin
(approximately 0,2 µF), giving the leverage time of the neural pulse around 30-35 µs,
and his width at a minimum of 70 µs. Between two consecutive pulses the synapses
must relax which means that the electrochemical potential has to turn around. That is
why the pulses can repeat as many times the width of the pulse which in turn is 70 µs
and that is why the period of the pulses is minimally and approximately 140 µs giving the
maximum frequency of approximately 7 kHz. This means that at least 200 pulses are
needed for the majority of the cells in one centre to align among themselves and start
ticking in the same rhythm.

From the philosophical point of view Margan says that one could describe the
functioning of a car on a quantum mechanical level, however the description would be
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so long that one would not be able to finish it within a few millennia. Even if quantum
fluctuations are put aside and one assumes that in the long term they will normalize in
an average way. As the functioning of the consciousness is even more complicated than
the bare thermodynamic laws, which require a description of inputs, storing, comparison
with previously stored inputs and appropriate reflective reaction, he assumes that the
description of consciousness on the quantum mechanical level can not be made with
exact precision.

However there is no doubt that the consciousness functions on the quantum level, as it
is using components made in this universe as carriers for transmitting of the information
which in turn means that this components and carriers must obey quantum laws. He
arises a question if it isn’t enough and more useful to limit the description on some
higher level. Already the description on the level of neurons would be probably
overloaded and opaque.

He gives an example: Try to describe the functioning of a non linear relaxation oscillator
having four inputs and four outputs what indeed an average neuron truly is.
I do not disagree with Margan in the fact that brain and consciousness are a low energy
phenomena. What I do know however is that all the binary code translation of the Heat
and electricity emitted by the sun and absorbed by the matter to be reemitted according
to the chemical substances building the matter (even brain) takes place on very high
Hertzian and non Hertzian electromagnetic and Torsion linear and angular frequencies.
In one of my 2012 non published dissertation and professorship reports I published a
rather unusual Tesla Planck calculation using the Zeeper mathematical idea of Volt
being a unit of circumference or distance as Acceleration x Time² or AZ². On the Planck
scale AZ² equals Planck Length or gp x Tp² (Planck Acceleration x Planck Time²) which
is also (1/6)^37 micro meters in Hamid from Iran terms. The calculation involves our star
sun at its constant potential of 216.000.000.000 Volts (Zeeper units of distance)
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asserted by Nikola Tesla and found by Seifer in his research on Tesla work. I was
calculating the frequency at which the sun emits Heat waves or Electricity in order to get
the basic frequency of consciousness asserted as 1/Planck Time by Amrit in his book
Einstein's Timeless Universe. Margan said that at such a frequency our brain would fry
in an instant. Would it truly, because Tesla has proven that the electric energy at high
frequency is harmless and even does good to our body and our feelings.
The author’s recent experiments and Alan Zeeper’s proof about the Volt being a unit of
distance and the information about our sun’s constant potential at 216.000.000.000
Volts led to a simple yet significant calculation using Planck Length as a Volt.

I have proven on many occasions that the basic particles of the “empty space” between
the stars and planets referred to as ether are spherical granulate and of a Planck
Volume. If we take our sun’s potential at 216.000.000.000 Volts or meters and divide it
by Planck Length 1,6162 x 10^-35 Volts or meters we obtain a dimensionless Number
1,33647 x 10^46.

Now we multiply this dimensionless number by the Planck Frequency which is on the
dimension –s or 1/Tp, one over Planck Time at 1,85487 x 10^43 Hz and we obtain:

1,33647 x 10^46 x 1,85487 x 10^43 = (1) 2,47898 x 10^89 Hz

1/Tp² or one over Planck time squared, which is Planck Frequency squared equals:

(2) 3,44074 x 10^86 Hz

This value represents the Einstein's Cosmological Constant Λ with the dimension –s².
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If we compare the value (1) with the value (2) the difference is very small. This proves
that Volt indeed is a unit of distance and that the basic frequency of the Heat or
electricity emitted by our sun is in the 10^43 – 10^89 Hz realm. These Heat waves are
transformed into consciousness once they are absorbed by the matter that starts to burn
quantumly reemitting the slowed down Heat waves according to the matter’s chemical
compound determined frequencies. I am very sure that the primary 10^89 Hz oscillation
is still impossible to be measured by any frequency oscillator yet barely able to be
picked up by our brain as our retina does not allow us a straight look into the sun for a
longer period.

According to our joint cooperation on Torsion Heat transfer Zeeper realized that science
has it all wrong. Torsion Heat hits our eyes the moment it is created. We see the sun
combust at the exact same moment that it happens. That means there is no Time
involved. The common held 8 minute delay for the Light to come from the sun to the
earth is a "myth". Heat or electricity (Light) is timeless with immediate information and
energy transfer in the pure 3D vacuum. The only reason that we experience time is,
because of our pressure of space which slows down the Torsion wave and gives us the
speed of Heat or electricity (Light). Here is another great Zeeper fact that needs to be
presented.

Because the diameter of the moon's image is squeezed down in size as it travels from
the moon (down through the pressure of gravity) to the earth, and this squeezing is in
exact accordance with the factor of the speed of light (299,792,458) meaning that the
diameter of the image of the moon hitting a mirror on the surface of the earth, multiplied
by 299,792,458 = the exact physical diameter of the moon.

Zeeper often wondered how "randomly moving photons" could possibly be compressed
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while remaining as an image. And of course they can't because Light and Photons do
NOT exist. Light is truly Heat.

And guess what the SI Unit for Heat is? meters^2 / seconds = Area / Time = A^2Z^3

Now we can see exactly why images can be compressed, because they are traveling as
waves of area.

The reason that a distant tree looks smaller than that same tree up close is because the
Heat wave that reflects of the tree towards one’s eye, is traveling via an Area/Time
wave, and as that wave moves through the Aether of space, it gets COMPRESSED by
the Pressure of GRAVITY.

Understanding of these mathematically proven facts and the work of Alan Zeeper is
crucial for the understanding of how consciousness is formed. I will now turn to
describing consciousness using the most simple and understanding approach. The term
consciousness had to be explored already in the ancient times as many civilizations that
later disappeared seemed to be consciously more advanced than our society is today.
We know that in Egypt servants were buried alive with the deceased Pharaohs and they
were not forced to do it being proud to escort Pharaohs to the other side serving them
forever. Egyptians and many other indigenous cultures of the Americas, Africa and
Australia must have been consciously more advanced than modern humans as they
seemed to know a lot more about harnessing Torsion wave electricity using Pyramids.
They knew all about the spiritual world using all sorts of psychedelic substances that
helped them to explore higher consciousness circuits. Many ancient civilizations have
already established contact with extraterrestrial cultures who gave them useful
information on how to track time and the information about the universe or afterlife itself.
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To make a comparison between the human brain’s computational power and the one of
a supercomputer, I usually give this example. Our brain needs about 100 Watts of
chemical energy to perform from 10^13 to 10^16 analog mathematical operations per
second. The most powerful computer Blue/Gene L from IBM needs about 1,2
Megawatts of electric energy to perform the same amount of digital operations. A clear
sign that our memories and the data we receive, compute and process is stored in the
cloud or the reality matrix filed. In our case being a simulation the computer running this
realty stores every single action we perform that is why we should be careful what we
think, wish for and perform as later there are no secrets anymore and anybody might
have access to see the movie of our past life in this simulated environment.
Consciousness is picked up from the environment where it does not exist yet being only
a set of frequencies. Our brain serves as an antenna similar to TV picking up signals
from the environment. Dr. Bruce Lipton has proven that the major component of any cell
is its membrane that serves as the brain, not the nucleus as being taught in school.
Latter serves only for cell reproduction and division. This cell membrane is covered with
tiny receptors or antennas that pick up signals from the environment which is
responsible for their proper functioning and not the genes. Genes are only blueprints
and can not determine our functioning, environment can and does. Lipton has proven all
his claims by cloning the same stem cells and putting them to different environments
where one dish would form fat tissue, other bones etc.

We all know that TV, radio or WiFi Internet antennas do not need any special electrical
energy or power to receive signals, except for some modern ones that are used for
digital receipt and have their own AC charge of some 12 Volts. Dr. Joseph Kirschvink
has proven that human brain cells possess crystals of a highly magnetic mineral known
as magnetite. Dr. Konstantin Meyl discovered how DNA itself creates scalar (Torsion)
waves. This is most controversial topic among the physics world. Scalars have the ability
to travel faster than the speed of light without losing energy, which thusly allows them to
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cross dimensions. It was in Meyl’s book (DNA and Cell Resonance) that I came to
realize that the hydrogen electrons surrounding the hexagonal and pentagonal shapes
of the DNA literally spin not solely around the hydrogen atom, but around the entire
molecule that makes up the pentagons and hexagons. This spinning of the hydrogen
electron cloud causes the creation of vortexes. And these vortexes are the generators of
scalar waves throughout the human body. The human body is a de-facto massive
collection of DNA tesseract gateways. As already postulated by Erik Margan,
consciousness is a product of very low energy states. I want to add however that we live
inside a multiple frequency based Torsion Heat wave matrix that operates on a very high
Planck Scale energy level. I have given an example of how the star combustion
produces Heat waves of electricity that are absorbed by the matter which starts
quantumly to burn and reemit its own heat waves according to the chemical substances
being made of. I even dare to state that the brain’s chemicals are necessary for the
communication with the environment via Heat waves to broaden and slow down the
frequency spectrum of the electromagnetic waves. In other words the matter and its
chemical compound that absorbs electricity slow down the high frequency heat waves
similar to the pressure of gravity slowing down Torsion waves. Our brain picks up these
lowered frequencies mainly over retina to create the picture of our reality via other 5
senses making us sentient and conscious beings. This proves all psychiatry treatment
being wrong as the branch believes that the lack of hormone-like chemicals such as
serotonin in the brain for depression and lithium for bipolar and manic states are the
main source of mental issues. Psychiatrists believe that the substitution of these
hormone-like chemicals through psychotropic medication will lead to the improvement of
mental states. It does not as it has even been proven in one of the researches published
in Daily Science that depression is not caused by the lack of serotonin, but by the
lowered ability of how brain cells communicate with each other. I would also add that the
communication with the environment becomes affected too. A mental issue is a
consciousness transformation process with an increased chemical potential broadening
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of the frequency spectrum. A new picture on how we perceive our reality can even result
in the piezoelectric crystal activation of our pineal gland or the so called cosmic antenna.
Link to the mentioned article:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130318105329.htm

I never saw any need for some brains quantum operations on the Planck scale
discussed by Hameroff and his idea that the microtubule in the neurons serve as the
Quantum computer. I have not only overruled Quantum Mechanics, but also the
Hameroff and Penrose spacetime geometry based Orchestrated Objective Reduction
theory of quantum consciousness. My main argument is not the same as Max
Tegmark’s who claims that the temperature of the brain is too high to perform quantum
computational operations, but I see consciousness establishment as a binary code
translation from the matrix of all matter, similar to how a computer or TV create their
picture. Our free will and decision making are the result of an advanced technology what
our body and or brain truly are, yet all this will and was already invented by our true
selves who developed human like androids having artificial consciousness and are as
sentient as humans having one major advantage. Any android never needs notes as it
remembers every fact it is exposed to. I am not talking about the android smart phones,
but Lt. Commander Data a 24th century android from Star Trek the next generation who
would like to become human.

Doing some research in the General Science Journal section mind and consciousness
studies which was added upon my request I have came across a paper by McMahon
who is dealing with the question of a mechanical consciousness and a machine with a
soul. In his paper, McMahon reviews what is currently known about the brain and how it
works, and how this somewhat parallels with current computer technology. He then
postulates on how it may be possible to create consciousness via non-biological means.
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He assumes that we are not far from creating mechanical machines with their own
awareness or consciousness. This work is still only theoretical, but the author hopes that
it could find practical use. Here I can assure McMahon that human like androids have
been build in the true world and perhaps even made human in their later development.
Link to the paper:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4898

One part of McMahon’s paper needs special attention as it confirms that our eyes and
our retina play a major role in crating consciousness. Jellyfish have no brain, yet are
conscious?

Jellyfish have the most elaborate sensory system and behavioral repertoire of all
cnidarians. Sensory input largely comes from 24 eyes situated on four club-shaped
sensory structures, the rhopalia, and behavior includes obstacle avoidance, light shaft
attractance and mating. Not only are the eyes equipped with a cornea, lens and retina,
as human eyes are, but they are also suspended on stalks with heavy crystals on one
end, a gyroscope like arrangement that ensures the eyes are focused unerringly
skyward. To process the sensory input and convert it into the appropriate behavior, the
box jellyfish have a central nervous system, but this is still poorly understood. The
central nervous system has two major components: the rhopalial nervous system and
the ring nerve. The rhopalial nervous system is situated within the rhopalia in close
connection with the eyes, whereas the ring nerve encircles the bell.

McMahon assumes that the secret of consciousness is in the synapses and the
space between them. This proves the core of my consciousness and reality research
as I have explored the inter-synaptic space defined as 3D Heat wave and multiple
frequency based electric dark matrix, similar to what Max Planck described as the matrix
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of all matter. The matrix is the space filled with Aether, Prana, Akasha or life giving
Force according to Nikola Tesla. The 3D Heat wave disturbances in the Aether power
and create consciousness. If the jellyfish has only a simple nerve net and yet appears
conscious it is likely that the secret of consciousness (which some consider a soul) lies
within the synapses meaning consciousness may have evolved completely by chance
as the result of nerve connections. Nerve connections are junctions where electric
charge is released and where neurotransmission in form of electric impulses is applied.
Here we have another proof that the electricity plays a major role in the functioning of
our consciousness. We all know that the Internet is also defined as our extended
nervous system. Could the Internet become conscious too as it was already developed
into Thinknet by our true selves and all kind a long time ago?

Our true selves who created our simulated virtual reality had to replicate consciousness
first on an individual or android level in order for giant computers to be later able to
create an environment of not only 7.000.000.000 conscious humans on this planet, but
the entire life and all species across the universe that are currently running on the same
simulated platform as we are. The concept used is already developed in our reality as
Holography which earned a 1971 Nobel Prize to Dennis Gabor. The matrix we live in
does not contain any consciousness unless some entity that has the cosmic antenna or
brain looks at any part of it for the particle wave duality function to collapse in ones brain
creating solidity and other visible objects according to the matter’s chemical compound
and the resulting reemitted Heat frequencies at the very location within the holographic
matrix. Our universe is composed of information. As our reality is holographic we have
the advantage that every piece of the hologram represents the whole. Those who have
explored the micro cosmos knowing that our most profound discoveries are not beyond
that next star, but within us, have the advantage of knowing the truth about our reality
making it work for them. I applied the key elements of the Prospect Theory in this reality
to play for me similar to a game with a time machine.
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If we change only one small segment of the hologram the entire picture is distorted or
upgraded. The universe can be compared to one giant conscious thought, a mind
consisting of many other minds with thoughts to strive for perfection. We are shifting into
higher complexity and want to be Omnipresent and Godlike. Each one of us and many
who are not satisfied with their lives or appearance, strive to be better or even perfect.
This is the part of our consciousness that knows all about the realm where everything is
perfect, where all gets corrected and where there is no pain or disease. I do not talk
about the heavens, but our true world that is technologically so advanced we would
perceive it as heavens. When I first got my telepathic glimpse into this world establishing
contact with my late father I telepathically asked him why he smokes those cheap 1,5
U$ Paramount cigarettes if he is in the heavens where he can get Cuban cigars for free.
What I observed was a clear evidence that the true world society is very advanced and
uses Thinknet, advanced Replicators and Blinkporter devices. My late father got a box
of Cigars from Cuba within a few seconds. All three mentioned devices are one with
consciousness and are needed to order, conjure and deliver an object or a person to
any spatial or temporal dimension at the speed of thought. In the following quote I will
finally define consciousness as this was never done before.

“Consciousness is the one and only product of the many frequency Heat wave
based electromagnetic matrix we all live in making us sentient beings by picking
up and sending our signals from/into the environment over our brain and heart
coherence which help us to create the picture of reality that corresponds to our
individual consciousness size, our collective mind and our thoughts.”

With this Personal quote I would like to close the chapter on what is consciousness as I
have overruled all major attempts and theories that are trying to describe consciousness
as some quantum phenomenon. I however acknowledged Tom Campbell’s idea of
virtual reality physics and his nature of defining consciousness. I also support the works
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of Bohm and Pribram who asserted our universe to be holographic similar to late Talbot
and McKenna. Finally I would like to refer to David Lynch and his speech about the
brain, consciousness and creativity. He mentions individual sizes of consciousness. If
we have a golf ball sized consciousness we will also have a golf ball sized
understanding, awareness and wakefulness. It is said that our planet beats from 7.82-8
cycles per second (7.82-8 hz, fundamental Schumann resonance), 8 hz is the alpha
brain wave rhythm in which our parallel processors, or brain hemispheres, are
synchronized to spin together equally. 8 hz then is possible the key to such a potential
full Sovereign brain activation. At the least it is a Golden Midway Bridge towards that
internal Revolution. Dr. Andrija Puharich demonstrated in the late 1970s (ProtoCommunication II), that 8 hz could not be blocked by any electromagnetic shielding
metal or even a triple vacuum. Which implies that it rotates through the Virtual
(Everywhere and Everywhen) and quantum non-local hyperspace, constantly. Orthorotating through what the Hermetic Gnostic and Shaman Psychonauts may have
attempted to grapple with under the term, loosely appropriated as "Spirit", and the
Taoistic Wu Chi. We should all work on the goal to expand our consciousness. Such an
expansion has also proven to be the cure against all mental issues as preventive
measure or even a curative therapy in form of a psychosocial rehabilitation or
research/work based therapy. See this link:

http://altered-state.com/index2.htm?/emf/sacredharmony.htm
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8) CONCLUSION

At this final part of the Essay I wish to thank to some of my amateur and professional
multidisciplinary consciousness thinkers and posters on http://www.physicstruth.com/
forum who all contributed to the success of this paper. I wish to thank to our most active
members Cloud-Nine and Melanie who talked me into the establishing of my own forum.
Thanks also to our realistic Donnie and our ancient knowledge specialist Archangel
Raphael, spiritual Drifter, conspirational Timeparticle, professional golden ratio and phi
spiral wave researcher Prof. Dan Winter, Quantum Consciousness researcher Janko
Kokošar, wise Dr. Naren Manral, paranormal John, Einstein conspiracy researcher
Roger J. Anderton, scientific dogma interested Mr. Wolinsky, Tetryonics specialist
Richard Blankenship, quantum consciousness Researcher Lex Neale, historian Brent,
theoretical Jerry, Dov Henis and many more. I wish to express my eternal participation
gratitude to Amrit, Zeeper and our new young mind frequency researcher Mr. Euchner,
but also to our father of creation Hans J. Zeunert. All our posts are being read and
followed by almost 37.000 visitors from all parts of the world and the father of my own
institute idea Dr. Štefan Bogdan Šalej including some TOE Quest members. The
newsletter with up to date issues I occasionally send out reaches 30 mainstream
scientists out of which the half is also into consciousness or mind exploration including
Marc J. Seifer, Steven W. Hawking, Stuart Hameroff, sir. Roger Penrose, Dr. Bruce
Lipton who praised our work and his friend Tom Campbell whom I keep busy on
Facebook.

This Essay gives the ultimate picture to our dark timeless simulated matrix reality with
local consciousness and particle wave function collapse within our brain. I have
presented a totally new psychophysics based approach to the understanding of our
perception apparatus or brain in case of decision making under risk using the key
elements of the Prospect Theory and cognitive dissonance idea. I have redefined our
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evolution and supported the Nick Bostrom simulation parameter although I knew that we
live in a simulation even before I heard about Bostrom’s theory of 2003. I have used my
psychic ESP visions to be implemented into this work to prove that I am not writing
some fantasy story, because these precognitive full consciousness lucid astral,
holographic and telepathic projections or visions I experienced are unique to my person
only. This gave me a glimpse into the world we call heaven here, giving us all a proof
that death does not exist and that it means only going from one state to another as our
true selves already live in an alien society with technology that provides them with all
basic needs and more. We exist in two places at once where we already use Thinknet,
advanced Replicators and Blinkporter devices, being implemented into our human and
all kind's consciousness. We and all kind gave up our physical bodies a long time ago
and in a 750.000 to 1 million year long evolution cycle becoming Omnipresent and
Godlike as heaven and the true 3D universe met a long time ago. One of the main
purposes of this Essay is to use the discoveries on our forum not to be forgotten as they
seem a bit fractured over some threads and in the previously published papers. I have
decided to summarize everything which has been discovered on the forum in the last 6
months and over 30 years of my observations under this conclusion part of the Essay.

My fellow researcher Alan Zeeper brought many proofs for Gravity and Electricity
unification opening a new issue on the question of our reality as he has mathematically
and empirically proven that the Light and Photons do not exist outside our brain. I have
added the Torsion waves for the immediate transfer of Heat and the 8 minute time for
the light to reach earth became a myth. Herewith distance and velocity were abolished
too. Our fellow researcher Amrit abolished time being only a numerical order of change
or motion in 3D and a psychological perception of our brain with a mathematical
character. Eternity is now and the universe is timeless. Time is a human invention and
the velocity of light is in fact the velocity of electricity in earth’s atmosphere that accounts
for 300.000.000 m/s on earth and 185.000.000 m/s on Mars so that the clock pointers
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tick differently on the interplanetary level. To summarize, light is Heat and Heat is
electricity with light being only a perception of our brain as no Photons exist outside our
brain. Furthermore distance, velocity and time do not exist too. This proves we live
inside a timeless, distance less matrix that is dark full of Heat, electrical energy and
Torsion wave frequencies as a cause of matter’s quantum burning and its displacement
within the ocean of Aether. We have proven that even consciousness is not needed for
Quantum Mechanics so that no wave particle duality function collapses outside our
brain. What are the major impacts of these finding on our reality in the simulated world
and in the true world?

Our true world has created us the simulated world to time travel and to observe our
human compulsion together with our strive to better ourselves and to explore. We are a
necessary simulation to correct or to improve something that went wrong in the real
world or to improve the Godlike state of consciousness by going beyond Godlike. We
are providing the cure for Omniversal peace and are awaiting to be ascended so that
there will be no need to die. Ascensions have happened before and happen all the time.
The matrix we live in is called the matrix of all matter by Max Planck and has an
intelligent mind behind it which is our true selves. Our world is a creation of the non
created our true selves who explored time and space, mapped all the alien species and
started our ancestor simulation to even better themselves as they have stagnated within
the collective and in superabundance.

We perceive our dark matrix as reality that is right now running 7 billion different worlds
coexisting only on this planet each interpreting the truth about reality and consciousness
in his or her own way. This does not bring us forward as the mainstream science being
dogmatic tells us what to believe. Everybody is looking for the theory of everything TOE
not being even sure about the theory of the beginning (Big Bang) and everybody is stuck
in the gas/light era neglecting the fact that our universe is electric. Gravity is still defined
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as an attractive force and the curvature of space instead of as proven by Alan Zeeper, a
pushing force of the ocean of electrical mass we are all submerged in. This Essay that
proves our reality being an ancestor simulation and the truth about consciousness,
gravity and electromagnetism might not have major impacts on our community as we
still have a false definition of gravity and live in a fear based society, yet it should
contribute to a better understanding of everything using a thought frequency based
approach to solving daily issues and altering our reality. Zeeper has proven that billions
if not trillions of U$ and EUR are thrown away and spent for fossil fuels to power our
machinery every year. This machinery creates Heat instead of power. Now that we know
we live in a dark and simulated matrix full of Heat and electrical energy waves created
by the star combustion, even our sun has a constant potential of 216.000.000.000 Volts
as asserted by Tesla, we could and can power our machinery from thin air. We need to
learn how to harness electromagnetic waves transferred via Torsion fields at Planck
frequencies in the realm of 10^43 to 10^86 Hz the way this was done by the ancient
civilizations who built pyramids. Right now we transfer electricity via copper wires at 50 60 Hz with the domestic potential that kills at 220 - 230 Volts.

Tesla proved that the electricity at high frequencies becomes intelligent and can be
domesticated, it releases sounds and learns. Finally Tesla who was held for a mad
scientist proved that such high frequency electric potential even has a positive effect on
our well being. One can conclude that we are all inside this simulated matrix full of Heat
or electrical energy at very high Planck frequencies. So what do we wait for, we have all
the knowledge to transform this world into a wireless energy and information transfer
sphere in order to get rid of all mobile phone providing and energy supplying parasites?
Once we have established this first step humanity will exit its infancy. Hopelessness,
fear, despair and cruelty will be gone for our society as NEW WORLD ECONOMY will
provide us with free energy for which we now pay large parts of our income. High energy
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prices today very much influence our daily prices of the most consumed goods such as
bread and milk that will be stored in a computer to be replicated and not produced.
The question arises, when will the old world end for us to enter a new one which had
already been invented? For part of the answer I need to thank to Erik Margan from
www.ijs.si who is my physics consultant and part time CERN LHC particle physicist for
providing me with the following short paper. Title: Conspiratorial cosmology, the case
against the Universe. Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1303.7476.pdf

Quote from the paper: If our Universe is an experiment, it is legitimate to ask when it is
expected to be finished, in particular in view to future plans or wishes we might have. In
the first scenario, cosmological models seem to give us little constraints on this,
although we cannot exclude that They are able to change ad-hoc some of the physical
parameters governing our Universe, which could have dramatic consequences. In the
second scenario, the situation is much more worrying as terminating our “Universe”
would not take Them more than pulling a plug. Apart from the fact that Doomsday may,
in this case, be either totally unspectacular or completely weird, we may also consider
the possibility that the dates of this event are somehow encoded in our consciousness.
According to recent rumors we were informed about that date by a calendar attributed to
a fictional culture They have implemented in our collective memory under the name
“Maya”. As the predicted date, December 21, 2012, has passed without noticed effects,
and error is inconceivable, we have to conclude that our Universe did end at this date,
but meanwhile They received a funding extension and the simulation is restarted with all
experiences about the temporary shutoff erased from our memory.

The word They refers to our creators whom I describe as our true selves together with
all kind. With reference to this conspiracy theory I have a better and through an astral
holographic projection confirmed model on how our present reality will end. What might
appear to be new for each one of us as far as technology is concerned will turn out to be
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very old and invented a long time ago. I can prove this as the starship I saw landing in
my village as depicted in the image on the next page was not of extraterrestrial origin
but human made. She was channeled to us through the Star Trek universe as NCC1701 or the flagship of the 23rd century Federation called the starship Enterprise, a
constitution class vessel. If I would get an extraterrestrial ship projected, I would
consider our universe to be an extraterrestrial design and would question if humanity
was ever able to evolve so far to produce starships without wiping itself out.

At this stage I wish to announce the ending of my 30 year old mission in order to enter
the phase 2 that will last from October 14th 2013 until October 14th 2063. In these 50
years I expect a starship landing in my village around the Columbus day although my
bets are on this year. I have been shown this event as a part of my book of life in a full
conscious astral and holographic projection on the wall of my bedroom. The now
initiated phase 2 I named UE_2013 project (UE stands for United Earth and later
became the abbreviation for United in Eternity) had already happened a long time ago
when the first contact with an alien race was established in our true world and after WW
III. Our simulated first contact will be contact with our true selves.

Please see the snapshot of my astral holographic projection as of my vision on the next
page. Feel free to share this Essay with you friends and family and think of such a
landing every October 14th after reading this Essay.
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Picture 5: As of my May 2011 vision; On October 14th some year a starship lands and
hovers above the football field in the small village of Mojstrana under Triglav.
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